Hugh Downman and smallpox inoculation

Professor Dunn quotes Downman's approval of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu in his fascinating account of the Exeter physician. Her contemporaries, however, were often less generous. This beautiful and literary lady contracted smallpox in 1715 and probablystatement: attributable to the deliberate infecting ofculture she was struck by the relative absencehad been appointed ambassador to theown doctors. As Fellows of the Royal Societyof his satires that she left people "pox'd bythey may well have heard an account of itcontracted smallpox in 1715 and probablyor ''variolation'' against the disease from heraccount of the Exeter physician. Her con-callaghan and colleagues' findings may be true, with the most likely explanation of the deaths being excessive handling. Clearly, if this finding isreplicated, then establishing the optimum number of nurses could lead to improved outcomes for high risk infants. It certainlywarrants further study within the NHS andthe United Kingdom.

It is widely assumed that increased numbersof nurses in the UK will improve the outcome of high risk infants. Currently, in the National Health Service there is difficulty in maintaining adequate numbers of neonatal nurses, with many units having nurse staffing levels substantially below those recommended by the British Association of Perinatal Medicine. Unfortunately, this recommendation for more staff is not based on a great deal of evidence, and the authors are to be praised for studying this topic.

Their results should, however be interpretedwith caution. The health systems of the UK and Australia are different, most particularly in the proportion of centralised care and the ratio of nurses to infants. Callaghan and colleagues make the point that the UK has a ratio of two very low birth weight (VLBW) infants to one nurse, whereas in Australia the ratio is approximately one to one. The UK Neonatal Staffing Study has recently looked at 11300 infants from 54 randomly selected units throughout the UK. This study did not show a clear relation between staff establishment and outcome, although it did show a linear relation between mortality and occupancy rates and a trend to increased risk of mortality with a lower nurse:infant ratio.

Callaghan et al discuss some of the weak-nesses of their own study. There are also two factors that we wish to highlight. The first is that the authors have not looked in detail at the quality and abilities of the nursing staff. There is a wide variation in the abilities of staff, particularly when nursing agencies are used to provide nurses. As these staff may not work full-time or have much experience of the individual unit, they may be less efficient or able when compared to those full-time staff based on the unit.

The second factor is the method of deter-mining nurse workload. Measuring the ratio of babies to staff is not an accurate assess-ment of nurse activity; a large number of well babies often need less care than a small number of sicker babies. It is not clear from the paper how the authors dealt with the term infants, and whether these are included in calculating the ratio. Did the authors use the number of nurses per VLBW infant or per all babies in the unit? In addition, large babies can also generate a substantial workload if they are very unwell (for example, babies with persistent pulmonary hyperten-sion of the newborn or congenital diaphragmatic hernia). Further studies measuring the true overall workload may give a better indication of the relation with outcomes.

J S Dorling, J S Ahluwalia
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge, UK; jondorling@supanet.com
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The use of sodium resonium in pseudohypoaldosteronism
We describe the use of sodium resonium in a patient with pseudohypoaldosteronism type 1 (PHA). PHA is a rare inherited disorder characterised by raised plasma aldosterone, but mineralocorticoid resistance causing hyperkalaemia and hypertension. Severe hyperkalaemia is common at the time of presentation and PHA is clearly a life-threatening condition. The cornerstone of management is surgical correction of the defect and, in the majority of cases, mineralocorticoid therapy.
improved and the electrolytes became tightly controlled (see fig 1). Our patient was so much better that after two years inpatient stay, we managed to discharge him home on treatment. The sodium requirement is 19 mmol/kg/day, and he has had no further electrolyte decompensation.

We have treated six patients with recessive PHA in the past 10 years, previously treating them with calcium resonium rectally at times of hyperkalaemic crisis. This treatment has not controlled electrolytes, and two of our patients died. Our experience with recessive PHA is that the defect does not improve with age; one of our patients died at the age of 21 years, and the survivors remain on vast daily intakes of sodium. Sodium resonium has improved our current patient’s quality of life and allowed his discharge. Although use of sodium resonium in PHA was first described in 1984, it is not widespread. This case should prompt greater use of sodium resonium in PHA.

We must acknowledge the huge number of nurses and doctors that contributed to a successful outcome in this case.

J Porter, M Kershaw, J Kirk, N Trevathan, NJ SH
Department of Diabetes, Birmingham Children’s Hospital, Steelhouse Lane, Birmingham B4 6NH, UK; j.porter@bham.ac.uk
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Once upon a time …

I very much enjoyed reading Storr and Rudolf’s review of literary perspectives on Dickens. Appropriately enough, Charles Dickens loomed large. Oliver Twist is the first novel in the English language that takes a child as its central character. The book is also polemical and the early chapters are very much an attack on the workings of the New Poor Law, a series of measures introduced to cut down the cost of the poor by precluding the able-bodied pauper from relief and by making the life of the workhouse as unappealing as possible. Dickens strongly objected to the fact that by consigning sexes to different quarters within the same workhouse, the need for family life among the poor and needy was totally disregarded. He satirised the new dietary provisions in Oliver’s asking for “... some more”, no doubt provoked by angry memories of his brother. Show how a wedding and the only saw two people taking out a regular licence to quarrel and fight. Show her a Christening, and she saw a little heathen personage ... (who) was not in the least wanted by anybody, and would have shivered and bough out of everybody’s way, until it should grow big enough to shove and bang ... Show her a shop owner and grown up daughter of a reprobate father. Dickens makes allowances for her mercenary and predatory nature in stating, “... observe how many ways were to be considered according to her own unfortunate experience. Show her a wedding and she only saw two people taking out a regular licence to quarrel and fight. Show her a Christening, and she saw a little heathen personage ... (who) was not in the least wanted by anybody, and would have shivered and bough out of everybody’s way, until it should grow big enough to shove and bang ...

The New Poor Law, a series of measures introduced to cut down the cost of the poor by precluding the able-bodied pauper from relief and by making the life of the workhouse as unappealing as possible. Dickens strongly objected to the fact that by consigning sexes to different quarters within the same workhouse, the need for family life among the poor and needy was totally disregarded. He satirised the new dietary provisions in Oliver’s asking for “... some more”, no doubt provoked by angry memories of his brother. Show how a wedding and the only saw two people taking out a regular licence to quarrel and fight. Show her a Christening, and she saw a little heathen personage ... (who) was not in the least wanted by anybody, and would have shivered and bough out of everybody’s way, until it should grow big enough to shove and bang ...

Child and adolescent psychiatry, 4th edition


It’s bigger, but is it better?

For me and my colleagues the answer is certainly, “Yes.”

Our Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service (CAMHS) now has all four editions of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, “the child psychiatrist’s bible”, from the first edition, 1977 (Oxford, Blackwell), to the second edition, 1985 (phone directory size); the paperback third edition, 1995 (Yellow Pages size, plus); and now this, the fourth edition, 2002, which is almost Data Sheet (appendix size). These awesome dimensions and the task of reviewing it (“you’ll have to read it, you fool” said a colleague) was somewhat offputting, but now that we’ve opened it and used it we do not want to be without it. This book is the best book on adolescent psychiatry for a child and adolescent psychiatrist to have for any district hospital or postgraduate library. The sort of emotional developmental and problematical developmentally enmeshed by paediatricians in hospital and in the community, in the interface between paediatrics and psychiatry, are covered in sufficient detail to be of real use to the clinician, whether he is going it alone or has the luxury of cross referral. The authors are experts in their fields, mainly eminent child and adolescent psychiatrists or psychologists from both sides of the Atlantic, but there are contributions from paediatricians in the chapter on soiling, for example. Perhaps there is too much detail for the exam driven paediatrician in training, but then some only seem to grasp the value of developing some psychological frameworks later in their careers. Neither is this a quick fix alternative to the psychological component of the DCH and here again I suspect the size factor is likely to intimidate. Even SHOs in adult psychiatry who are now required by the Royal College to spend six months in child and adolescent psychiatry may be deterred and reach for a more MCQ orientated text in order to pass their exams.

For a hard pressed CAMHS team this book provides both the academic substrate and the clinical detail to be of real value in many everyday clinical scenarios. The reference lists are excellent and up to date and the index works, so that we have already checked out the latest clinical information and papers we have been meaning to chase but never got round to. The new and esoteric stuff seems to be there as well as the genuine advances we have heard about on CPD days, such as the guidelines for assessment and treatment of childhood depression, clinically useful rating scales, and developments in the management of ADHD and autistic spectrum disorders, using an evidence based approach wherever feasible. What I have read have found fascinating and so it seems that, in this electronic age, there is still a place for a comprehensive reference book on the department shelf.

Much of all this is new and just not in the 1995 edition, which is why the book is so big and why your library should buy it.

M A Griffiths
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